The time·dcpendent theory of scattering is reformulated. In § 1, it is developed on the basis of a Bew limiting process which is self.consistent, and the equivalence is shown of Heisenberg's S·matrix and Dyson's one, when the total Hamiltonian permits the existence of bound states. In § 2, a theory of scattering of wave packet is proposed in conformity with the physical picture. The damping factor e-•111 is derived from the amplitude of the wave packet. In § 3, the rearrangement scatterini is treated on the basis of the wave packet formalism.
Introduction
The time-dependent formulation of scattering has been investigated by many authors. In their treatments, they are always forced to use some limiting procedures such as the adiabatic " switch-off " procedure of an interaction 1 > 2 > 3 J and the averaging procedure over initial states. 4 > 5 J These theories, however, seem to be somewhat unsatisfactory as will be shown afterwards. On the other hand, Ma 6 > and Belinfante and M¢ller 3 > used the concept of the conditional equality. As this concept is not free from mathematical obscurity, we leave this standpoint out of consideration.
Firstly, let us consider Lippmann-Schwinger's theorr> which is based on the" switchoff". The total Hamiltonian of a system is given by H = K + V in the Schrodinger representation, where K is the free Hamiltonian and V is the interaction part. Let us denote by (j) ,. the eigenfunction of K which belongs to the eigenvalue E. :
K(}).,=E,.(}),. .

Dyson's S-matrix is given by S 1 ,= (}) 1 *U( co, -co)(}),= (}) 1 * (}),-i(})/Vlff/+> (E 1 )
,
Here Lippmann and Schwinger have used the adiabatic " switch-off" procedure by introducing the factor e-' 111 • (E is an infinitesimal positive constant.) From the definition of lF ~ + > (E) and the integral equation for U + ( t) , they derived the equation :
qr~+> (E) =J""dt e•<R-R,>ee-•lei (}),-;J"" dr e•<E-x>~e-nVlff/+> (E). , , E K . , ,-+•e (0·4)
The Fonnal Theory of Scattering
With these definitions, we can easily derive Lippmann-Schwinger's equation without iteration, and by virtue of the definitions (0 ·6) it holds that the wave matrix should be non-unitary in a system with bound states. In this respect, the theory based on the the averaging procedure is preferable to that of the adiabatic "switch-off." If we consider the S-matrix, however, we encounter the following difficulty. They define the S-matrix in the following ways:
and S=1-i[~t'V(t')U(t', -oo),
where U(oo, t) and U(t, -oo) in the right hand sides are defined by (0·6), and the integral in ( 0 · 8) with respect to t 1 is defined by an appropriate limit that will give the usual meaning to the oscillatory integral. They proved the unitarity of the S-matrix by using the definition (0 · 7), and proved the equivalence between Heisenberg's S-matrix and Dyson's one by the definition ( 0 · 8) . Then, the consistency of the theory requires the equivalence between the definitions ( 0 · 7) and ( 0 · 8) . We substitute ( 0 · 6) into ( 0 · 7) to get an equation corresponding to ( 0 · 8) , and the resultant equation contains an extra term as will be shown in the appendix I. As we cannot show definitely the equivalence between the definitions ( 0 · 7) and ( 0 · 8) , we are forced to conclude that the averaging precedure is not perfect as a limiting process.
It is for these reasons that we shall introduce in § 1 a limiting procedure that will make us free from the above difficulties. Using this limiting process, we can show the equivalence between Eeisenberg's S-matrix and Dyson's one for a system with bound states. Now, in the preceding discussions, all the limiting procedures are rather mathematical than physical. In fact, in practical experiments the incident waves must be considered as wave packets rather than plane waves. In the infinite past, the wave packet is very far from a target spacially and travels freely. At some instant within some finite time-interval, the wave packet begins to interact with the target, and then the scattered wave packet will travel freely after the interaction. In § 2, we shall construct a time-dependent scattering theory on the basis of such a physical picture. 8 > 9 > 10 > In this treatment, the damping factor e-•lti which was introduced in order to make definite the integrals will be derived from the amplitude of the wave packet in a rtatural way, and we can give a physical meaning to the small positive constant E. We shall be able to show the validity of LippmannSchwinger's equation in the limit of the plane wave.
In the last section, we shall treat the scattering process involving bound states with the example of the pick-up process from the standpoint of the wave packet. 4 
W-e can easily derive an explicit formula for U(t, t0) :
Setting t or t0 equal to zero, we have
From ( 1 · 7), we get the following integral equations :
In the integral equations ( 1 · 9) and ( 1 • 10) , the domains of integration are finite. When either t or t0 is infinite, we must take care of the limits of the integrals as will be seen from (1·7). We have discussed in the introduction the various methods to define the limits.
Here we adopt the following new procedure. By using (1·9) and (1·10), we take the definitions:
•-.o '
U(t, t') in the right hand sides of (1 ·11) and (1·12) is given by the explicit solution
( 1 • 7), and the limit E ~ 0 must be taken after all other calculations. Of course, this limiting procedure is different from the ordinary adiabatic " switch-off" procedure. 
and
in the limit as E ~ O, and by using the unitary character of U(t, t 0 ),
where the superscript t means hermite conjugate.
We shall now investigate the equations satisfied by IJI' ~±.), which are defined by 
where we have used the normalizable properties of l]J'~-t:l, which were already shown by M~ller/ 5 > Belinfante·M~ller 3 > and Gell-Mann-Goldberger. 4 > Of course, it holds in our theory, too. U(O, =F co) are, however, not unitary for the system with bound states, since
where we have taken account of the contribution from the bound states lJl' 1 among the eigenstates of the total Hamiltonian H. If our theory is consistent, the bound states should vanish in the limit as t ~ ± co. Then, we shall prove that
where Lim means the limit in our sense. From (1·11), (1·4) and (1·8), we have
t->=Foo
By using the equation
In the limit as E ~ 0, it runs =lJl'z-lJl'z=O, by using the assumption that the eigenvalues of K do not overlap with the discrete eigen-
Let us now consider the relation between the S-matrix and the wave matrices. We shall do: fine U ( ± co, =F co) in the following ways :
by taking the limit t ~ ±co in (1·11), or
by using (1·12), where U(t, ±co) and U(±co, t) in the right hand sides of (1·22) and (1 · 23) are given by (1 ·11) and (1 ·12) respccdvely. The equivalence between the definitions (1·22) and (1·23) is not self-evident, so the proof may be given below:
Carrying out the transformation t' ~ t 11 and E 1 ~ E in the third term, we have
E+O
Teo
EI+O
!fro
From (1 •12), we get
J=Fcn where we have used the step function {) (t) defined by
We can easily verify the property U(=Fco, ±co)=U(±co, =Foo)t from (1·15), (1·16), (1·22) and (1·23). Furthermore, we can prove the important
as will be mentioned below. This property assures that the definitions of U( ±co, =F co) given by ( 1 · 22) and ( 1 · 23) are equivalent to those which will be given by the products of (1·11) and (1·12), too. It is this property that could not be assured in Gell-Mann and Goldberger's theory.
We shall give a proof of ( 1 · 24) . Because of the fact that let us prove
E-f>O J =foo
Substituting ( 1 • 11) into the above equation, we obtain
By virtue of ( 1 • 20) , we have
The matrix element of the S-matrix may be computed from (1·22) as follows;
where 
Substituting (1·27) into (1·25), we obtain
Starting with the definition ( 1 · 23), we get another expression :
Clearly, these S-matrices are equivalent to Heisenberg's S-matrices. Here, we must note that the proof of the equivalence is valid even in the case of the system which permits the existence of the bound states.
Our final task is to prove that the S-matrix is unitary. It is easily seen in the following way. First of all, we see that
Then, we have
The second term vanishes by virtue of the orthogonality between the continuous state and the bound state. Similarly, we can see that
The theory based on the wave packet So far, we have treated the scattering on the basis of the mathematical limiting process which seems to be unnatural from the physical point of view. This procedure is used for the reason that the incident particle is described as a plane wave and the interaction between the particle and the target does not vanish even at t= ± ro. Thus, as was mentioned in the introduction, we shall propose a theory based on the standpoint of the wave packet.
i) Preliminary considerations
In order to construct the theory based on the wave packet, let us discuss how to describe it. 9 l The free wave packet (/J0 (x) which spreads around the point x=O at t=O with momentum centered about k0, is described by where S. Sunakawa
A(x) is a function which is localized around x=O, and means the amplitude of the wave packet.
When this wave packet moves under the influence of the free Hamiltonian K= --1 -17 2 , 2m it can be expressed as
where .dk=k-k 0 and E 0 .=-k 0
•
On account of the existence of the factor ii) The theory of scattering
Starting with the Schro:linger representation, the Schrodinger equation is given by ;atF.(t)/at= (K+V) 'F,(t),
where V= V(x) is a potential which falls off rapidly at large distances from x=O and does not contain velocity. 
From (2·4) and (2·5), we have
In order to transform it to the interaction representation, let Then, we have 1Jf<±l (t) =e'KI!Jl~±l (t) =e~1 0 e-tR<t±Ple:HXPfP 0 (x).
At the time t= =F T, we see that
IJ!<±>( =FT) = rffa(x).
Introducing the operator U(t, =F T) such as iff<±>(t)=U(t, =FT)!Jl<±>(=t=T)=U(t, =FT)<i? 0 (x), (2·6) we get
l±P U(±T, t)=l-iJ, dt'V(t')U(t', t) (2·7)
and f' F' l'
U(t, =FT)=l+iJ, dt'U(t, t')V(t').
(2·8)
At first sight, the integrals for T--'> oo in the right hand sides of (2 • 7) and (2 · 8) seem to be indefinite. However, the properties of limits of the integrals in such operator equations as (2 · 7) and (2 · 8) should be decided by the behavior of the state to be operated by them. Namely, we have from (2 · 6)
dt' e 1 HtiV(x) A(x-v 0 t') e•<korx!-Eotl).
Taking the limit T-'> oo at this place, we can see that the amplitude A(x-v 0 t') will take the part of the damping factor. We must, however, note that the assumption used in ( 2 · 3) comes to be incorrect for It' I > T. and the last expression of the above equation for T--'> oo will be inadequate. However, the product V(x) X (the amplitude of the spr.:ad ' Wave packet) for Jt' J > T. vanishes at all x, since the center of the wave packet lies farther than Zc from the potential in the case of I t'l > T. and the velocity of expansion of the wave packet is always smaller than that of the center v0 by virtue of the condition k 0 p-Llk. So it is permitted for us to extend T formally to + oo. Thus, we obtain
In order to develop our computation further, we take the simple amplitude A(x) such as and Namely, we see that the constant E is concerned with the properties of the wave packet.
From (2 ·13) the limiting process 1/f.V-0 which was used by Gell-Mann and Goldberger comes to be self-evident. Now, let us compute the third term. Changing t 1 to -t, we have 
In the limit as L-+ oo ( E-+ 0), it runs where lim ~~+> = IJ'~+> and lim fP 0 (x) =eikox= fP 0 (x).
L~~ L~m
At this place, we shall investigate the third term of the above equation :
(2 ·15) where we have used the equation
Using the property of a-function, we see that the second term vanishes. Furthermore, because of the fact that
for an arbitrary function f(x), (2·15) can be written as follows: Therefore, we have succeeded in deriving Lippmann-Schwinger's equation from the standpoint of the wave packet :
Similarly, we have the following equation for iJr&-l = U(O, + oo) iP0 (x) :
So far, we have used such a particular amplitude as (2·11). However, we can generalize slightly the type of the amplitude in the following way; 
L-+oo
By using this generalized amplitude, (2 ·16) and (2 ·17) can be derived in the same way as before. and From (2 ·16) and (2 ·17), we can easily verify the relations
In the next place, we consider the S-matrix. Here we define U ( ± oo, :r= oo) as follows;
f±"'
..c;;'v(t')U(t 1 , :r=oo) and J "' "'
In this case, 1t 1S apparent that the two definitions of U ( ± oo, =F oo) are equivalent.
Furthermore, we can easily see that
U(±co, :r=oo)=U(±oo, t)U(t, :r=co). (2·20)
Let us now compute an element of the S-matrix : Using (2·19) and (2·20), we have
Ef,E"-:;.0
Ef,Ei,-:;.0
By the similar calculation to (2 ·12), it leads to
where we have used the fact that If~+> is an eigenfunction of H. Then, we a.n see that Dyson's S-matrix is equivalent to Heisenberg's one. It is easily seen that the S-matrix is unitary. § 3. The scattering involving bound states 4 l 11 l 12 l 16 l
In this section, we shall treat the scattering involving bound states on the basis of the wave packet. As an example of our formalism, we shall present a rigorous theory of the so-called " pick-up " process. It is easy to extend our formalism to other cases. Now, we consider the following problem~ A proton is bound to a fixed nucleus by a potential V p, and is bombarded by a neutron which interacts with the proton and the nucleus through the potentials VPN and VN respectively. The neutron and the proton may be bound together by VPN to form a deuteron, and we wish to compute the transition probability per unit time for producing deuterons.
As it is necessary to extend the physical interpretation of Dyson's S-matrix in order to compute such a probability, we shall review the ordinary interpretation of the S-matrix: The transition probability per unit time is obtained from (3 ·1) where (/)a and (/) b are the eigenstates of the free Hamiltonian. The interpretation of ( 3 · 1) is given as follows : At the time t= -co, an incident particle and a target are very far from each other, and there is no interaction between them. So we shall be able to specify the initial state with the eigenstate of the free Hamiltonian (/)a· As the lapse of time, the particle will be scattered under the influence of the interaction ( U ( + co, -co) ) , and it will be released from the interaction at the time t = + co . This state U ( + co, -co) (/)" will be described by a superposition of the eigenstates of the free Hamiltonian. Then, (3 ·1) gives the probability amplitude with which we shall find a state (/)6 in U( +co, -co)(/),.. 
(3 ·2)
The rewritten S-matrix (3 ·2) can be interpreted in the following way: The state If~-> at t= 0 is a state which will become (/)6 at the infinite future. On the other hand, the state (/)a at the time t=-co grows up to the state !f~+l=U(O, -oo)(/)a at t=O. Then, ( 3 · 2) gives the probability amplitude with which we shall :find a state If~-> in the state !f~+l at the time t=O, where we must note that If~+> and If~-\ are the eigenstates of the same total Hamiltonion. Now, let us define the S-matrix by the form of ( 3 · 2) , even if the Hamiltonian H 0 in the remote past is different from the Hamiltonian Ho' in the infinite future. Namely, the S-matrix is defined by Now, let us introduce the interaction representation for 0 > t > -T as follows ;
lF(t) =e'<x+Pp)tl}',(t).
From (3·6) and (3·7), we have and Writing we obtain
lF(t) =U(t, -T) lF( -T),
If we differentiate ( 3 • 1 0) with respect to -T and then integrate, we have where From (3·8), (3·10) and (3·11), we get
lF(t) =U(t, -T) fP,= fP,+i rdt'U(t, t')[VPN(t') +VN(t')]fP,.
(3·8) 
(3 ·13)
In the same way as before, we can derive the following equation : (3 ·14) where From ( 3 · 12) and ( 3 · 14) , we obtain Lippmann-Schwinger's equations in the same way as in § 2 in the limit as e,=v1jL,~o and e 1 =v 1 jL 1~o respectively:
where we can easily see that both lJ!~+> and 1Jf/H are the eigenstates of the total Hamiltonian H.
From the definition ( 3 · 3), we can compute the transition amplitude for producing deuterons in the following way :
.,~o
f.,...,.o • ,~o J
•,~o
After the same calculation as ( 2 · 12) , we obtain Now, using (3·15), we can compute the first term:
(3·17) ( Comparing (3·24) with (3·23), we can seen the reciprocity character.
It will be difficult to investigate the properties of wave matrices U' ( + oo, 0) and U(O, -oo), corresponding to (2·18).
Since t is always positive in the second tenn, it runs =1-ie'rdtV(t)e-''[~T'e''T'U(t, 
) V(t) e'[e:'T'U(t, T')dT' -i f_~V(t) e'f>"T'U(t, T')dT'.
--+n
Here, we shall compute the first and second terms of (A · 2) as follows :
= =F 
H-E 0 =F1E
V 0 (A·3)
In the next place, we shall compute the third term of (A· 2) in the following way: 
E0 -H+ie
Collecting (A·3), (A·4) and (A·5), we have the third term of (2 ·12) for z< 0
